
Sarabanand Farms and H2A Guestworker Fact Sheet

1. Sarbanand Farms purchased about 1500 acres of land in Sumas in 2011 to establish a
monocrop non organic blueberry farm.

2. Sarbanand is a subsidiary of Munger Farms, a Delano CA based agri corporation that owns
farms all over the United States.

3. Sarbanand and their parent Munger package their berries under the NatuRipe Label

4. Since 2015 Sarbanand has been one of two growers in Whatcom county to use the H2A
guestworker program to harvest their berries.

5. In 2017 Sarbanand contracted 618 H2A workers to harvest their blueberries

6. On August 3 2017 Honesto Silva Ibarra was denied medical treatment after asking superviors
for attention for severe headaches as he harvested under hot and smoky conditions and was told
to go back to work when he tried to return to his cabin.

7. Ibarra's co-workers brought him to medical attention after he collapsed in the fields working.

8. The next day about 100 of Ibarra's co-workers stopped work to protest conditions at
Sarabanad farms.

9. The following day August 5th those workers were told they were fired and had one hour to
move out of company housing.

10. On August 6th Ibarra died at Harborview Medical Center in
Seattle

11. With nowhere to go these workers established a camp on a neighbor's property with the
assistance of community including funds from the Bellingham Community Food Co-op
members.

12. While at camp workers spoke to supporters, media, and Labor and Industries about
insufficient food, crowded housing, lack of shade and adequate water, lack of breaks and long
hours in dangerous smoky conditions.



13. While at camp multiple workers sought medical attention for symptoms of severe
dehydration.

14. Workers complained that the company failed to renew their visas (the company's
responsibility) after they were brought from a farm in CA to Sarbanand.

15. With the assistance of Columbia Legal Services workers are now suing Sarbanand
farms for human trafficking.

16. Sarbanand Farms is connected to a recent new group titled "Farmworker Justice Now" which
is spreading disinformation about the H2A guestworker program and what has happened at
Sarabanad farms while claiming to support farmworkers

17. Dylan Honcoop is the project coordinator for"Farmworker Justice Now" and also runs "Save
Family Farms” a Public Relations group who has been attacking Resources for Sustainable
Communities for their work on ensuring pollution rules are enforced on dairy farms.

18. Under the H2A guestworker program workers are only legally allowed to work for one
specific employer. This effectively gives the employer the power to threaten to deport their
workforce, and leaves workers with no freedom to seek work free of mistreatment.

19. The Southern Poverty Law Center titled their comprehensive report on federal guestworker
policy "Close to Slavery: Guestworker Programs in the United States”

20. In their report the SPLC documents widespread legal and illegal abuse of workers under the
program and minimal oversight or enforcement from the government.

21. Only men are allowed to work under the H2A guestworker
program.

22. Growers have to prove that sufficient domestic workers are not available in order to receive
H2A visas, but enforcement and oversight of this rule is minimal allowing growers to displace
local farmworker families in favor of more vulnerable workforce of men coming under H2A
visas.

23. Washington State was the fourth highest user of H2A guestworkers in 2017 with 13,689
workers coming to work primarily on the Eastern side of the state. In 2011 there were only
3,344 H2A guestworkers brought in.

24. The H2A guestworker program is modeled after the Bracero program which was used



during WWII to bring in single Mexican workers to harvest crops. Cesar Chavez said it
would have been impossible to organize the United Farmworkers had the Bracero program
not been ended in the 1960s.

25. New federal legislation has been is currently being proposed to make it easier for growers
to bring in Guest workers
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